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"Let us compare mythologies;
I have learned my elaborate lieo"

Leonard Cohen

MYTHOLOGIES is a personally 
oriented fanzine dedicated to 
the proposition that nothing 
is real*

MYTHOLOGIES will appear as 
often as J. can spare the time, 
and monoy:> Hext issue will 
probably b© FebruaryQ Print 
run this issue will be 110 o

MYTHOLOGIES may be had by 
editorial whim or for loco
Do not send monoyr,
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the editor unless otherwise 
specified*
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Cover this issue is by:

DAVID MACAULAY
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Since la3t issueI note that 
Macaulay’s second children's 
hooky CITIESf, is now on saXe*

Shortly before the November 
electionss, I had the dubious 
honor of conducting a hand* 
shaking tour of Sheridan Silver 
for Margaret Heckler, Representa
tive from this area to Congress* 
Margaret Heckler is immensely 
popular locally (she was re-slected*- 
and hae attracted.sems national 
attention* She generally exhibits 
an air of quiet, businesslike 
sincerity* I don?t live in 
Massachusetts$ so I was neither 
particularly well informed nor 
particularly interested in her 
attributes as opposed to those of 
her opponent* but I had mentally 
tagged her as one of th© mere 
inter©sti.ng members of Congresso 
But during our tour, I witnessed 
a campaign tactic^ that indicates 
something about hbr that is net 
readily apparent* On each and 
every occasion where she shook 
hands with a male,' she mentioned 
her good voting record* her concern 
for her constituents, and her 
active participation in Gongressiona 
affairso But whenever she 
approached a woman v hoi’ words 
wei*a: ^Remember to vote for mo 
this year* There are only sixteen 
of us women in Congressow

Hew. I’m not so politically naive 
as to believe that politicians 
are any more altruistic them the 
rest of us* I doubt that Shore in 
any successful politician who has 
not resorted to questionable 
methods from time to time* That8 s 
a built in drawback of our 
political system* and there is no 
point in criticizing people for 
accepting ths inevitable.; or oven 
turning it to their advantageo So 
I don’t condemn Heckler for making 
a bid for votes along chauvinistic 
lines* After all* Blacks have 
gained, political power in the same
manner o I am a bit put offp 
however* that Heckler seems to 
indicate by her own statements a



measure of contempt for womenp that th© only reason. they would have 
for voting for her is her csxf that thsy are incapablb of evaluating 
her voting recordc ‘Pho brief glimpse I had of her political 
■cechniquos is hardly sufficient to base a broad criticism upcns but 
this incident did spui* me to considerable thought about sex roles end 
the Feminist movement0 Ifve dipped into th© literature in tho past... 
Germaine Greera Kate Millett Baity Friedan® and a scattering of 
bite and pieces from MS magazine and elsewhere5 but all of this was 
rather long agOo So acting upon tho advice of a review by Joanna 
Russ., I dug up a copy of Shulamith Firestone’s THE DIALECTIC OP SEXO

The very choice of such a title implies there to ba conflict between 
the sexes® an assertion which raises few objections in general? 
the controversy centering on the dogroe of conflicto FirestCne 
presents us with an extremely perceptive examination of various 
aspects of our society from a Feminist viewpoint> then postulates a 
future society in which sex roles have been eliminated rather than 
just equalized® a view so radical that it distresses even the majority 
of Feminists, as Firestone herself ramarks* She believes that., just 
as we consider that in racial matters “separate but equal” is a 
contradiction in termSj, so is it also in sexual relations* Although 
occa3ional?».y marred by hyperbole and polemics® Firestone is for ths 
most part uncomfortably perceptiveo Her analysis of Freudian 
psychology9 particularly the Oedipus and Electra complexes® striker 
me as a far more consistent and logical explanation than the 
traditional view* This chapter alon© would justify the price of tho 
booko But there is a great deal mor© of interest*

•4. > t»

Firestone points out® for example® that childhood (at- least as we 
know it) is a relatively modern development* Xn the middle a&32f 
Children were viewed simply as small adults* SFo one familiar with 
that period*s art could fail to be aware that the physical differences 
between adults end childx’en were generally ignored* There wore no 
systematic arrangements to exclude children from feastsf from 
drinking parties® from rough language? or physical toil* It is only 
in the last century or so that "children no longer played tho aamo 
games as adults,. nor did they share in thoir festivities (children 
today do not normally attend formal dinner parties) but were given 
spacial games and artifacts (toys)5 storytellingr onco a community 
artg was relegated to children® leading to in our time a special child 
literature*” Firestone interprets this train of events as part of 
a vast plot to make children more dependent on adults, chiefly their 
mothers® so that women would be forced to devote more of thoir timo 
to trivial, matters such as child roaring and heme management«

There is also a telling critical section, dealing with our modern 
educational system* Modern schooling “retards development rathoz- 
than escalating it% a view not confined to Feminist groups o She 
attacks the policy of splitting students into grades because it 
deprives them of the wisdom of older children* Many educators have 
drawn similar conclusions about th© controversial policy of “track .ng” 
students by ability3 now apparently an ingrained part of high school 
programsu Many of Firestone’s other criticisms are also to be found 
among an increasing number of scholarss particularly the regimentation 
and formalization of schooling® with its stifling effect on creati 'iiy 
and self-relianceo Ag&5.n? Firestone attributes this to an ulteric 1 
motiveP a plan to prolong childhood® thereby extending rhe amount of 
her life when a woman is tied down by her childreno
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It should be obvious from the two above examples that Firestone 
is a firm believer in the conspiracy theory of history, that she 
believes that men are somehow plottirg*>~at one point she say3 
consciously-®to prevent women from attaining equality* While this 
is undoubtedly true in many cases (eg* trado unions, professional 
organizations)a Firestone even cites the popularity of Freudian 
psychology as a plot to divert female self-awareness into socially 
safe but personally unsatisfying channels* This conception probably 
derives from her political views rather than her Feminist ones, for 
Firestone is also a Marxist* Where «"ames Tiptree portrayed men as 
being unaware of the chasm between the sexes (in "The Women Men 
Don’t See"), Firestone believes that men consciously view women as 
inferior beings and manipulate society to prevent them from becoming 
aware of theli’ inferior position*

In her chapter on love* Firestone draws on thi3 view to prove that 
"men can’t love", that what they actually do is become enamoured of 
an image which they themselves pi^oject* Their eventual, inevitable 
disillusionment with marriage results when the woman fails to 
demonstrate all the attributes of this image* Men cannot love women 
because it is impossible to love an inferior being- and men consider 
women inferior* ”To express tenderness to a wornon," says Firestone, 
"is to acknowledge her equality*"

The idea that man is consciously plotting fho subservience of women 
is trueE but only in a limited sense* Certainly many men feel 
personally threatened by the intrusion of women into areas where 
men were formerly unrivalled* David Keller, to take an example from 
SF* who viewed life as a ceaseless battle between the sexesv 
portrayed the professional woman as a heartless, unnatural creaturo 
in such stories as "The Psychophonic Hurs©"* 3ut the extent of 
cooperation which would be necessary to implement such a program 
on the scale Firestone implies is such as to defy belief*

The largest misapprehension I detect in THE DIALECTIC OF SEX is 
the apparent assumption that men find the present system beneficial* 
While it is certainly true that women have the shorter end of the 
stick, neither end 5.s particularly long* Manvs role is just as 
firmly predetermined and rigidly confined, and men are increasingly 
becoming aware of it* Men, particularly when they are in their 
teens and twenties* ara expected to be interested primarily in sex* 
sports* cars* and having a good timo* For a high school boy to 
spend a substantial amount of time reading, studying, listening to 
classical muster or writing poetry—er for that matter* learning to 
cook or sew-^ls tantamount to admitting one’s sissyness, homosexuality 
or squareness* As a male who read ar. average of 15 books per week 
from ninth grade on, I can attest personally to this* Even within 
the tight circle of my close friends, I lias looked upon as 8ometh5_ng 
of un oddball* After isll, ths books I was reading warenft even 
about sports, war* sex* or anything else of a presumably masculine* 
charactero

Which all brings me to Gerry* a former classmate of raine^ who was 
transfixed between his own inclinations and what he thought other 
people wanted him to bo* Gerry was a quiet boy, fragile in both 
physical and personal makeup* I first met him as a high school 
freshman* at lunch* because he was sitting alone and ths cafeteria 
was full* We struck up a conversation &hd he mentioned that he wg.3 
a member of the US Olympic Equestrian Team* I was suitably impressed
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aixd ho went on tc describe in great detail his horse. the training 
procedures competitions h.efd been in. his last tour of Europe, and 
so oik The conversation made n big impression and I mentioned it. in 
turn to sons friends* It was ohly a matter of a day or two before 
1 ran into someone else who know him, and who assured me Gorry came 
from t. rather poor family, dldnt o» a or even ride a hvrje-.. had r; a •?•••...- 
been out of the country$ and most certainly wasn’t a member cf ar; 
Olympic teamo It was unsurprising that he had fooled me, because I 
learned that he had gone from one fantasy career’ to another over the 
yoarsj always carefully researching his new role far in advance and 
in minute detail <» ,

I was furiouso Mo one likes to be takon for a ride, no matter hew 
pleasant the scenery® At the first opportunity;. I told Gerry off* 
He shrugged noncousni tally and left me feeling frustrated and angry* 
I don't believe I spoke to him again for almost a year* While I 
was a sophomore, a group of boys from my class were taken cn a field 
trip to a technical school to see a demonstration of various 
engineering principles* As ws were getting off the busP I happened 
to notice that a large art museum stood across the street* Gliblys 
I talked the monitor into letting me spend the afternoon there6 
instead of the scheduled demonstration* Machinery has never been 
one of my hobbies; in fact, I detest machinery, a feeling which I 
am sure is fully reciprocated* To my surprise, and great displeasure, 
Gerry followed me to the museum* For the next twe hours., the two of 
us walked through that museum, with Gerry providing a running 
monologue* He described Degas” fascination with ballerinas, 
Van Gogh and his ear^ told mo that El Greco simply meant "The Greek”.;, 
an expatriate artist living in Spain, and on and oik Gerity knew 
his subject well; much of hie life may have been fakery, but his 
knowledge was very real* I was completely entranced* From that day 
on, I found my attitude toward Gerx'y was markedly ambivalent* On 
the one hand., I found him to be gentle, friendly, extremely 
knowledgeable and interesting.: on the other hand, he lived in a 
fantasy world, was shunned by most of my friends- and worst of all, 
he was effeminate, although we used more pointed terms to describe it*

Gerry was not popularo Ho couldn’t walk through the corridors 
without being insulted at every turno He ignored it all with dignity, 
but I continued to feel embarassod for him and because of my friendship 
for himo On several occasions, one or another of the local tough 
guys found it necessary to prove his masculinity by bullying Garryt, 
Tne height (or perhaps nadir) of the taunting came when Gex»ry wae 
voted Prom Queen for our class by our intelligent2 charitable student 
bodyu

One day Gerry told me a long story about his father’s career as an 
expressionist paintero I knew damned well that none of this was 
true and was about to tell him off when I suddenly realized that 
Carry needed to project an image of h .mself« It didn’t matter to 
him that no one believed him; he believed it while h© wes telling 
vs. and that was all that mattered* So I sat back and lists; ed eno, 
though I didn’t believo a word of it, I enjoyed it* I became quit; 
tnabashedly curious about Gerryand jven visited his heme onco*
I neve?e did so’ & second time* His r was a violent man, probably
ilcoholic, who beat his wife and sen with unfortunate regularityo 
tost of th© house was ’infinished or b.idly in. need of repair; it we



dirty, dark^ and cluttered throughout© Gerry never once spoke a 
critical word about hi3 parents in my presence; in fact, he went to 
extraordinary lengths to praise his father© I was to hoar an awful 
lot of fantasy from Gerry in those last two years of high school© 
In each of them, Gerry portrayed himself in masculine terms; he had 
leemed to drive a bulldozer,, wa3 taking karate lessens, had driven 
in an auto race, had gone skiing, or hunting, or flying in a private 
plane© Gerry and I lost touch completely after graduation, but I 
learned later that he had joined the army, had been discharged as 
unsuitable, had somehow then enlisted in the air fox'ce, where he died 
of a brain tumor© Ho doubt his attempt at a military career was 
yet another attempt to fill a masculine role© Ae they say in one of 
the more detestable recent commercials, a boy "wants to know he’s a 
maxi"©

Although Gerry is an extreme oaso, all men are placed in a position 
of being expected by society to fill certain slots, to have certain 
tastes, ambitions, and qualities© Firestone’s casting of man in the 
role of exploiter end woman as the exploited just doesn’t hold up© 
Certainly marriage laws are drawn to favor the man overwhelmingly; 
but so too are the divorce laws designed to benefit the woman 
disproportionately© So too are the draft laws© On a trivial, but 
still pertinent level, I have seen men barred from a theatre because 
they wore sandals without socks, while women wearing the same footwear 
were admitted without a second thought© The assumption, presumably, 
is that women’s feet are more sanitary than are men’s©

Implicit in her criticism is the charge that men are allowed! to do 
the meaningful work, while women are confined to boring, menial, 
meaningless lives as housekeepers and babysitters© Leaving aside 
the obvious reply that being a wife and mother are no less 
meaningful than being a husband and, say, a ditch digger, there is 
also the unfortunate fact that most men are unhappy with their place 
in life, that most work does seem meaningless to the people performing 
it© To take my own case, for example, I see absolutely no way that 
one can find personal fulfillment through being responsible for 
deciding whether we should give priority to silverplating water 
pitchers or gravy boats on any given day© I’d far father be home 
talking to Sheila, playing with Davy, reading GRAVITY’S RAINBOW, 
writing an article for GRANPALLOON, a short story for ANALOG, 
even watching a football game or mowing the lawnu

The truth is that, just as in racial segregation wo have found that 
the dominant rjace is also adversely affected by the caste system, 
so it is also xfith sexual domination; the mule is restricted by the 
structure of society just as much as the woman© And 'Let’s not 
forget that many women are perfectly happy in their prosent situation, 
and don’t want Firestone’s typo of liberation© Women, no less than 
men, are afraid of personal freedom, because it means they will bo 
responsible for their own livos, and will have no one to blame for 
their own failures© Women can be just as chauvinistic as men© 
Firestone herself demonstrates this© She insists that the emotional 
equilibrium of most women is basically healthy, "unlike most men’s"© 
Hardly the words one expects to hero from an objective viewpoint© 
She goes on to ®ay that "mon walk about in a state of constant 
sexual excitement©" Funny, I never realised that I was having that 
much fun©



Firestone then elaborates her own Utopian vision of the future© 
The nuclear family^ a relatively modern invention,, is the mainstay 
of our repressive society in her view* "Tho biological family io 
an inherently unequal power distribution©" She represents ths family 
in true Marxist terms: ’’the huaband was the owner, the wife the 
means of reproduction* the children tho labor; and.©/reproduction 
of the human species was an important economic system©" Her critical 
doacription of the family ic well substantiated; few of us would 
question that society invests tho male with fax* more of tfca 
responsibility and authority within the family o But Firestone insists 
that "the psychology of power* whose source is the biological family 
will disappear©^ It does not take a great deal of insight to 
recognise that inequalities in society did not originate with the 
advent of the nuclear family,, and will not cease with its passing©

hi&TTT of charges that she has criticisms without alternatives* Firestone 
suggests a communal arrangement similar to the Israeli kibbutz© AKain* 
she provides a great deal of cogent* incontrovertible * and valuable 
criticism of the present system© Hany—possibly most ^parents are 
incompetent in that role^ there are many parents who mistreat tKeTr 
childreno With the prevalence oT"mbthere supplementing the father’s 
income by working., and with most children absent at school for most 
of the day in any case* there is little chance for the close family 
relationships we see represented on THE DONNA REED SHOW* LEAVE XT 
TO BEAVER* or THE WALTONS©

Perhaps some form of extended family or communal responsibility for 
children would pr-Gvlde a workable* desireable alternative to the 
nuclear family© But Firestone makes this assumption without test; 
since it is logical., it must be so© She thus 5-gn.ores th® evidence 
that children raised in kibbutzes do display some radical character 
features* Including a difficulty with expressing emdtionj. with 
maintsi ning a one-to-one pei’sonal relationship* and Mth working in 
a cooperative effort^ under some circumstances© The children Raised 
in a kibbutz may yot prove to bo more happy* responsible* and froe 
than those of the nuclear family* but to advocate wholesale ©Iteration 
of our system without evaluating the consequences would be the 
height of 8tupid5.ty©

"Pregnancy is barbaric"* says Ms Firestone* and ©ven worse* "ugly"o 
In her future society* all conception and maturation of fetuses 
would be extra^uterine* and men would be equally posponaible for all 
aspects of childbirth© Natural childbirth would disappear* although 
it is not clear whether Firestone woulij prohibit it* oxf just assumes 
that in her sane society no sane human being would want to undergo 
such a bai’baric inconvenience © She be?-ievess you see., that there is 
no instinct for child birth* only ipatincts for sex* and for child 
rearing©

Citizens of her society would be transexual© They would be free to 
choose partners of either sez in their personal relations© "All 
other things being equal* people might still prefer those of the 
opposite egx simply because it is physically more convenient©" 
This is porhaps the one aspoct of her society that Firestone defends 
extremely well© She feels that sex and beauty .‘should not be 
invariably linked in our mind3* and that lex itself 3houidj10t. be 
confined to any, single modality© Firectc ie is not anti-beauty; ir fact



she specifically warns that “Feminists need not get so pious in 
their efforts that they feel they must flatly deny the beauty of* 
the face on the cover of VOGUE«’* Sex should ba but one element of 
a personal encounter3 and gender oboulc not be the determining 
factor in sex©

Up until the concluding chapterr the author has for the most part 
presented us with a perceptive analysis of* our culture and a 
definite program for the future© Some of her assumptions may be 
questionables many of her goal3 unreal!stic© Firestone 3ay3 at one 
point that those who consider her views radical, chauvinistic;, 
incorrect, or Utopian 3imply provo how right she isff a chain of 
reasoning I find too circuitous to follow© Host if not all of her 
suggestions do however deserve serious consideration,) 1 don’t 
expect transexuality to become the norm, as she suggests, but it 
does strike me as desireable for there to be some socially acceptable 
manner by which man could display affection for one another,, It 
should be remembered that completely heterosexual European men see 
nothing embarassing about embracing one another© It also seems quite 
likely that extra-utorine birth will become possible, even common, 
though I doubt that it will entirely or even substantially supplant 
natural childbirth in the forseeable futureo I would also like to 
see the nuclear family evolve into a larger social unit, though not 
necessarily modeled on the kibbutzo

But even though many of her criticisms and suggestions make senseb 
Firestone reveals one major flaw in her perceived future, though 
this seems to derive more from her Marxism than her Feminismo Hie 
believes that a true human society should be rigidly ordered© For 
example2 conservation is dismissed utterly; it would be bettor for 
mah to redesign the entire ecological system, to eliminate species 
and elements which do not contribute to man’s general welfare, to 
complete “human mastery of matter”© One doesn’t have to be a 
conservative to consider such a program as profoundly enthropocentric0 
Firestone forgets that humanity is ©. part of nature, that we are all 
animals, subject to instinct, environment^ and our own bodies© When 
man. is entirely ruled by reason and logic« he will no longer be the 
race wo know©

With this vision of Marxist order, Firestone reinterprets objective 
fact to fit her theory© Pregnancy is ugly* she insists, and that 
is why women cry during the eighth month of pregnancy, casually 
ignoring our glandular system© She finds one exceptional child in 
azi Israeli kibbutz, and this becomes evidence that communal systems 
produce better children, despite the fact that ah© then spends 
sewral pages explaining tho shortcomings of this very same kibbutz© 
Tho hubris displayed in the final chapter comes very near overshadowing 
the constructive comments that preceded it©

None of this should bo taken as implying that Firestone doos not have 
a valid case© The inaccurate portrayal of 'women in SF has been alluded 
to far too often for me to raise it a3 an issue hare, but I do want to 
quote from Boger Zelazny3s blurb on Panshin’fl RITE OF PASSAGE© “Alexei 
Panshin has dona a i>are thing for a young mans he has captured the 

.’celings of a young girl, at the point in her life where all young 
girls are most beautiful, and pathetic©” To which Sheila instantly 

ycted: ”How doe3 Roger Zelazny know what the feelings of a young 
girl are?” C2> <»
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THEY DON’T MAKE CLIMAXES LIKE THEY USED TO
. ...: $ . *1 . .

Paul D5.F115.ppo ’■

((The President of the United States is sitting alone in his office© 
Ha is obviously very busy with some distasteful paper work, and only 
wishes to get it finished as soon as possible., He has left orders 
not to be distui'bad* Oblivious io those instructions/ the Secretary 
of State bursts in the door.,))

Soci’etary: Mr President, I bring news of dire importance * A madman 
and his forces have established a base in the Caribbeans and from it 
are ruining every Cape Canaveral launch wo attempt

President: Well now, Jesus, Henry, you know the public doesn't give 
a shit about rockets any more© What they do care about is the economy, 
and if I don’t get busy and ram some of those programs through Congressf 
you and I and the rest of the GOP are going to look pretty foolish 
standing in the welfare lines in ’77« Why don’t we just class down 
the Capo?

S: I’m afraid that would establish a dangerous precedent, sir, 
allowing a foreigner to dictate our domestic policy,

Ps Alright, I suppose we’ll have to de something about it© What do 
you suggest?

3: Let ma call in London to help, sir©

((The President looks at the Secretary as if he suspected the man of 
indulging in the use of some hideous narcotic that left the user 
permanently br-ain^demaged., snd incapable cf rational thought®))

P: LondonS Christ, Henry, they’re worse off than wo are® In two 
more years, they’re going to be another Atlantis* No, I’ll tell yoti 
what wo511 do©

8? Use the CIA, sir*?

P: Helle noo I don’t want another fucking Bay of Pigs© Tais time., 
we’ll use sufficient force0 ((He picks up a phono©)) Hallo,, get mo 
the Pentagon© Hello., General? Listen.. I want a threat to national 
security destroyed© Uh. wait a minute© ((Turns away from phone©)) 
Where io this place, Henry?

S: C^ab Key,, sir©

P: ((Turns back to phone©)) It’s a place called Crab Key, in the
Caribbean© I don’t care if you never l.aard of it© Trust me, will ; ou 
How tho hell do I know? That’s your department® Plutonium* hydrogen 
however many megatons it takes to do the job® Alright, I’ll be 
expecting a report© ((Hangs up©)} I gross that’s that© What do yot. 
say^ Henry?

I don’f. know*, sir, but I get the feeling that wo just missed exit 
hell of a story©



PARABLE: INSIDE DYING INSIDE

Robert Silverberg’8 novels DYING INSIDE, is a radical departure 
from the normal subject matter found in SF novels* There have beer: 
many stories dealing with telepathy in the past Blish’s ESPER, 
Shiras® C7I.ILDREN OF THE ATOM, Brunner s THE WOLF MAN. Bester’s 
THE DEMOLISHED MAN* just to name a few -«> but each has concerned 
either^ the uses to which these powers are put by individuals or 

societies# or the manner in which society or an individual adjusts 
or fails to adjust to their presence«. In DYING INSIDE, the centra, 
character must adjust to the loss of his telepathic power3* and 
society never becoxaes aware oFTheir existence at allo

This turnabout in plot is not the sole unique element in the novel . 
‘The plot itself is a relatively insignificant element* The scraps 
of story line serve only co underscore or illustrate the points 
which Silveroerg makes about his character, Eavid se igo The novel’a 
lack of chronological arrangement reflects this doconcentration on 
plot in favor of character* o

David Selig is a forty-odd year old telepathic mindreader who must 
look on helplessly as his powers slowly fade* He has never been 
able to project thoughts# only to receive them, and how even this 
ability is waningo Selig is culturally Jewish* but religiously 
uncommittedo His parents are dead# his adopted sister Judith is a 
divorcee with a young son* Thor© is a long standing hostility 
between Selig and his sites?, now fading, but apparently being replaced 
by avid dislike on the part of his nephewo Selig briefly holds a 
scries of jobs# eventually supports h5.mself by ghost writing paper . 
for undergraduates at Columbia* He has a series of mistresses,, twi 
of whom# Toni and Kitty# he professes to love.. At one point he 
encounters another secret telepath# Torn Nyquist., but ho never liko- 
th© man and their acquaintance is soon abrogated*

Selig is a study in self-contradiction,, a mixture of strengths and 
weaknesses# ego and humility t: shame and prido0 When speaking of 
his childhood# he tells us that "everyone agreed that he was a 
brilliant child"o Despite this brilliance* ho supports himself as 
a parasite and takes porver-se pride in his ghost written works# 
calling them "glib* earnest# profound in a convincingly sophomoric 
way"o His service to the undergrads iaP naturally* ,rtho quickest 
and most reliable"*

As his powers decline •‘gelig is forced to rely increasingly on 
normal sourcas of inf ozonation about the people with whom he must 
deal* On mor© than one occasion he expresco3 dissatisfaction that 
ha is being reduced to the level of ordinary mortals. He spends 
hours composing lengthy letters to great thinkers in various field:# 
ixidulging his fantasy of intellectual superiority,.

While making lovs to on© of his mistresses* Selig explores her mine# 
saying afterwards "I foel a little guilty about ths casual way I 
slammed 3.nto her head# no regard for hor privacy at all* But I have 
my needso" He can casually brush aside the rights of others when 
they conflict with his own desires* As a child# be had wished his 
infant sister dead ©ven bofore the enmity wao reciprocated# oven c 
the point of ti’ying to use his power to kill hero. In his adult li.'©.,



he attempts to remake Kitty to his own specifications.* imagining 
hiraself as Pygmalion© Her interests have always been in the sciences 
and his in the arts? so bo considers her ,fas not having read 
anything at all"©

Selig is also an intellectually pretentious man©: He quotes 
frequently from Eliot, Shakespeare? Whitmans Srm:ning< Marlcvre^ 
Wiener;J Thoreau, Tennyson, Huxley? Beckett, and? others*
During the course of the book./; ho refers casually to his ’familiarity 
with the works of over 7? other writers- composers, poets, artists- 
philosophers and social thinkers© Contrarlly* Selig often expresses 
contempt for himself as a voyeur ?. a freak,' odd ya dumb schmuck, a 
schmendrick? a neurotic, and a failure© He admits-to self-loathing 
and self-pity on many occasions; in fact, "Selig" Itself is German 
for ’’pitiful”0 "I find my own. company wearisome,”1 says Selig,. • "when 
I descend into self pity* But: "I’ve got a'lot to p5.ty myself 
foro" At one point, Tom Myquist reeognAzos this and asks: "Why 
don’t you like yourself Selig?” While under the influence of LSD? 
Selig sees himself as rta crouching, huddled bloodsucker”p hut 
withdraws from recognition of this end insists that th© image 
originates in the mind of tile current mistress, T^ni©

Kitty appeax<s to be immune to mindreading when they first meet, 
giving rise to speculation by Nyquist that she nay be a latent 
telepath with the ability to block© Selig reacts strongly to this 
possibility? insisting that ”shoc3 a sone* healthy, well-balanced? 
absolutely normal girl© Therefore she’s no mind reader©” By 
obvious implication it follows that Selig is insane f. or at least 
unsan®5 unhealthys unbalancedtf and abnormal, since he is a mind 
reader©

Selig’’e feelings with regard to Inteimpersonal communication are &I30 
ambiguous© On the ono hand, he longs for the ability to develop 
meaningful0 lasting relationships with othersy particularly Toni 
and Kittyj, yet ho never attempts to recognize their points of view, 
or those of his sister end parents© He tells us that "his gi»cwing 
bitterness^ his sour sense of isolation, damped bis capacity for 
joy©” He recognizes that this alienation may well be the major 
problem in his personality: KTh© problem is that 1 feel isolated 
from other human beingso” At the same time, he feels not entirely 
responsible for the gap in communication, describing his attempts 
as "unilateral efforts at making contact with a deaf world”©

Nyquist points out to ^lig that ho is not being altogether honest 
with himselfs that the lack of int©impersonal success is partly of 
his own making: "What scares you is contact?, any sort of contact”'© 
Selig minimizes this? while still admitting to hating his infant 
sister "instantly"? to having driven Kitty away by his attempts tc 
dominate her life, to despising and f©aiding Nyquist from^ the 
beginning© But Selig’s isolation is not entirely a result of either 
his power oip his fear of personal interdependence; it is at least 
partly intellectual©

Like members of any generation, Selig has been affected by things 
which occurred in his environment which were independent of his 
influenceo As a college student- ho became embittered because he 
saw the United States as "dumping napalm on everything in sight for
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the sake of promoting peace and democracy" in Vietnsuk But Selig 
was equally disillusioned by the excesses of protesto "It was 
then that I knew there could be no hope for mankind, when even th© 
best of us were capable of going berserk in the cause of lav© and 
psace and h man equalityo"

Selig blamej his telepathic ability for preventing him from 
functioning gregariously0 He describes it as "a useless gift", compare! 
it to an addictive drug., and insists that "It never did me any good 
anyway*" Judith,, whc knows of his power,. argues that "without it 
you might have been someone quite ordinary"# To this ho replies 
that "with It I turned out to be someone quite ordinaryo A nobody,, 
a teroo Withcwt it I might have been a happy nobody instead of a 
diemal an«o1 It has become obvious that Selig is us&ng his telepathy 
as a scapegoatf blaming all of his personal failures on an ability 
that he never asked for6 rather than accept that he may himself be 
responsible for his failures and unhappiness*

There is more than a little justification in Selig^s comparison 
of his power to a drugs because the "power brought ecstasy", and 
Selig uses it compulsivelyp To a great extent, telepathy is the 
one unique aspect of his life- and this is a point that, when he 
is being honest with himself^ Selig admits: "On the other hand, 
without the power, what are you?" Now that hia power is fading, 
he feels guilty, as though he had squandered ths gift* Despite 
over thirty years of telepathic eavesdropping, Selig has never* been 
able to use it to improve his own life or that of the people he 
has known0 Nyquist,, contrarilyp has developed methods through 
which his power supports him comfortablyo There is no reason to 
believe that Solig could not have done the same, had he really 
wanted too

If Selig was correct in ascribing his alienation to his telepathy, 
cessation of one would mean cessation of the othero This is not 
the casoo Selig recognizes that "silence is coming over meo I will 
speak to no one after it*s gono* And no one will speak to meo" He 
fails to draw the inescapable conclusion that his exclusion from 
normal human intex*courso was not the result of his abilities, but of 
his inabilitioso

The theme of guilt pervades the entire book* His feelingd don’t 
prevent him from eavesdropping in the minds of casual acquaintancesD . 
but ha avoids reading these of the people to whom ha is attached, 
however remotelyo He believes that his power "darkens the sGulno 
Commenting on the frequency with which Selig waahG3 his bonds, he 
aoka himselfi; "What is it, do ycu think, that hevs trying to wash 
away?"

Thera is clear evidence that Selig recognizes the dichotomy in his 
personality^ Ho quotes Walt Whitman: "Do I contradict myself? 
Very well, then I contradict myselfo I am large* I contain 
multitudeson H© refers to himself &3 being "of two minds" about 
losing his powsr-o In facttf ho of ton refers to tho power as a 
separate entity living parasitically within him, which spur's 
Nyquist to say "That8!} schizoid, man., setting up a duality like thrit*11
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The idea that Selig’s suffering is unique is simply another 
manifestation of his overwhelming egocentricity: "I must suffer 
because 1 am different^ but by way of compensation the entire 
universe will revolve around me©"

There is further evidence that Selig may bo suffering from paranoid 
schizophrenia^ He identifies with the central character in Kafka’s 
THE TRIAL*, who discovers that there is absolutely no possibility 
of his acquittal© He also identifies himself and Judith with 
Ores to 3 and Electra, and assumes their guilt©

As a young boy? Selig felt that “spies wars everywhere,, probing for 
young Selig’s secret^ fishing for the awful truth about him©" He 
discovers that Toni has a ’’predatory mouth"© Under ^SD* his paranoia 
takes solid form and he sees himself as a skulking X’ampire, hated 
by mankind© He decides that if people wei*e ever to discover his 
secret? "I’d probably be lynchedo" At one point he say3 that God 
himself has singled David Selig out for persecution© Hear the end 
of the book, he insists that for all of his life, the power has 
"separated himself from himself"©

The fact is that it is Selig$ not his power, which drives people 
away from him© He hated his sister and despised his parents for n- 
reason discernible© He projected his own paranoia onto Toni and 
destroyed their relationship© His dislike of Nyquist was easily 
detoctible by ths other© Kitty was driven away by Selig’s failure 
to recognize that she too had needs© It oven appears that the 
dislike he detected in his nephew was largely, if not ent lively, a 
product of his own imaginationo

Selig carries about with him an aura of gloom and pessimism© When 
Judith asks if he is in pains he answors, "Who isn't in pain?” He 
sums up his view of human destiny quite succinctly by stating that 
"things have a way of getting worse and worse all the time« until 
in the end they got so bad that we lack even the means of knowing 
how bad they really are0"

Ultimately Selig accepts the loss of his power: "Whatever cornea to 
you, accepto” But it is a grudging acceptance and it only serves ■> 
increase his bitterness© "On some ultimate level I just don’t give 
a damn at all© This is what I am©©©what I now shall be© If you 
don’t like it, tough crap©" At the same time^ it appears that he is 
finally beginning to realize that it is he and not hio power which 
had prevented personal happiness© "Maybe Ifid have had the problem/ 
I have ©ven if I hadn^t been born with the giftOOoGod knows there 
are plenty of neurotics around who have never read a mind in their 
liveso"

Silverberg is sympathetic to Selig* even while carefully 
delineating his shortcomings© It is difficult to conceive of any 
writer devoting so much effort to the creation of a single 
character without realizing a certain degree of kinship© Ho 
mentions0 for example that Judith had been a far more proficient 
hater than Davidv David was obviously insecurec spending much of 
his early Life at the class clowne seeking attention while 
simultaneously fearing discovery© It could not heve been a very 
happy childhood©



Less obvious is ths thread of evidence showing Selig s identifi
cation with Christ, a paradoxical situation since ho was raised 
as a Jew, hut then., Christ was a Jew® He specifically isolates 
himself from mortals and mortal pleasuresn "without the power 
he was nothing*with it he was a god*” He refers to his 
telepathic power as "my wound"® At the same time he denies the 
existence of a God* wPrayer? To whom? To what?” "Jaws do^.'t 
pray for favorsfi because they know nobodv will answers” But 
it is Nyquist who accurately tags him: "‘You're a deeply 
religious roan who doesn't happen to believe in God*”

DYING INSIDE is likely to be criticized for its anti-hero 
character, its downbeat ending* and its slow pasc* Selig is 
obviously not the stuff from which John Carters are made* 
But it 18 only in thio typo of character that we can see aspects 
of ourselves frcxn an outside perspectives If Salig is an 
anti-hero, then we are all anti-heroes to greater or lesser 
extents DYING INSIDE is indeed slow paced, with little physical 
action* It is the gradual revelation of the many facets of 
Selig'*s character which occupies our attention*

The conclusion of ths novel is only outwardly downbeat* Selig 
has lost his power9 as expected* but he has gained in return* 
He has used his telepathy as an excuse for his misanthropy 
throughout his life; with the loss of this excusereconciliation 
with humanity is finally possible* There are clear indications 
that his relationship with Judith and her eon Pauly are 
improving* Selig's insistence that people accept him as he is 
indicates the first stirring of his own self-acceptanceo The 
shroud of paranoia with which he covered himself has not been 
removedd but its fabric has been rant® He has traded a power 
which gave the illusion of human contact for the ability to 
recognize and attain real contacts

DYING INSIDE did not win the Hugo^ and Silvorberg may go on to 
write a dozen better novels in the fu.tura* Nevertheless^ David 
Selig-^deapise bln, pity him; or sympathize with him--is probably 
the most fully realized single character yet to appear in the 
genrec and it la my bet that thio novel will one day be 
retroactively credited as the first example of a naw movement in 
SFO Expansion of ths horizons of SF in any direction ia to be 
welcomed; in the direction of fuller humanity^ it is long overdue.

"Once in a while somebody comes cut and starts talking nonsense * 
Don DhAmmassa^ much as I respect him as a fan critic, has done 
just that®"

— Warren Jx Johnsen. SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 133

"occdoes D’Ammassa make a specialty of either missing the point 
ar shrugging it off?”

—Virginia Kidd. SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL 137



BZPASSIHG TIME AMD SPACE

WITH ISABELLA F2GH0LLER
;• ; ;X’ iZCjJi 1 MJ

***• Paul Dlgilippa

At oiia point irntinie, Isabella Flghellsr visited Kant* the
famous philosophers, with the hope of- witposBing him at kerk<» Upon 
her arrival in his study,, she did indeed find him busy—»but not with 
the expected« Instead of composing: One of his groat tracts^ he waa 
laboring at a Utopian fantasyo .............. ; r.

’■ > i ;z r.-oj^rr: .' n«- : ; :■■ ?-■•*? : ty.- • "
Kant’s fantasy told of a woi'ld where men wandered the earth in naked., 
Arcadian bliss, living off manna .from the Bley® They aWs assured of 
immortality by the ingestion of a certain medicinal plnnt that 
accompanied the manrx&j for one bite of th© plant would, cure all 
mortal ills* The story as a whole was -singularly. poinrble^So

Isabellas furious at the waste of such a guseat mind, interrupted Kant 
at his work* ’’Immanuel, you. must quit this vaporous- Writing and gat 
busy with your destined task* This fantasy la worthless arjd5 
moreover? has been done beforeon 

“Worthless it may be,” Kant replied’'although I do not accept you?? 
judgment, but I defy you to tell mo when it has been done- beforeo A . 
this is original with me0”

"Quito to the contrary/’ Isabella replied* ’’for Chaucer did it mudV 
better than you* Who has not hoax’d of his Kant herb airy Talos?"

ERRANT NUISANCE

?4ike Blake

Boston inventor Jonathan Hawthorne has patented a new household devi, e 
authorities claim will usher in "a new Golden Age, without food, wat .v. 
or power shortagess and without worry, for the people of.America”0 
Th© device la a compact matter converter that can. turn wr-ste either 
directly into energy or into matter of a more useful sort. such an 
food or water* The inventorg who claims descent from th ; famous 
American author Nathaniel Hawthorn® s. says that while the original 
research project at MIT cost millions of dollars^ wl en 3ias3 product! n 
of the device begins by early 1976 consumers will be able- to install 
one in the bassment of their home for under a thousand dollars o The 
converter is about the cize of an ordincry water hoetci .. delivering 
utilities and carryixig away waste through c series cf cables connect t 
to the bathroom, kitchen, ®tco Thera a? c four cables Co?’ delivering 
consumer needs^ona each for electricityf. heat, foody drinkand 
throe for imputting different types of ’'astc-~on® fcr f;3-?bage, on© f 
all non-edlble refuse, the third for liquid wasteo Hawthorne hope? 
hav© a book out this spring explaining in lajman’s ter.-.;s haw e&sh < f 
th© utility lines works, and hew they are installed© 5 s naming t' . 
book in honor of his famous ancestor, calling it? of c:.u7-se, THE HC'.f 
OF THE SEVEN CABLES*



BYPASSING TIME ARD SPACE

WITT! ISABELLA FIGROLLER 

- - * Don D ■ Atcwa s s a

The art cf ‘.lotting vas first perfected on the planet Zamoolp by a 
team cf scitnliets working under threat c-f death by that planet a 
potentate, ’peon Zenml* Zemmi suffered from a profound fear of dee th 
and disprop>rtionate lust for power5 and she was determined th£t her 
rile of 7$d»o] would never enda When the cloning process had b»en 
perfected, »ht decreed that at her deaths clones would be prepared 
frcici tier bo'y cells> and the most successful, clone would assume her 
Identity ent thronew She then chose three of her* elosest friends 
to shar# be - jower and immortalitya The Lady Jessica was given t.he 
poat of Fct* lol a trained to extract colls from Zemmis 3 body and use 
thwin to grot each '>&tch cf clones* The Lady Angela was proclaimed 
Ztndelj and would assume the throne during each period where ths 
clones had ^et to reach maturity. The Lady Lydia was chosen to be 
Hardtslp and it was her duty to administer tests to tho various clones 
and to make the final determination as to which was the must fit 
replacement >

Wen Isabella learned of the imminent selection of hor successor;; 
she realized this provided an opportunity for her to learn the 
secret of the cloning process,, and simultaneously end Zommi’s 
tyrranical rule of Zaraoolo Since Isabella was unexcelled in all 
the galaxy Cor mental and physical prowess^ all she had to do was 
substitute herself for one of the dormant clones* and assume the 
throne following hor Inevitable selection as the fittest*

Isabella dropped out of sight for several months and hsr superior# 
General Zak (formerly employed as & fat gypsy in a circus) was 
seriously worried that sho had been discovered;. But only a few 
days later she appeared in his offices dropped off a complete manual 
for the cloning process., and announced that as ruler of Zamool* shy 
had abdicated and announced free electionsc

WI don't understand/5 complained the Generalo 11 How did you 
accomplish all of this*55

o c •) o * .• u e y r. «, 9 .* a » 4 o o v - .■ o .• & •> c> e j . u « .• u jcc.*3<*&vc Jane oojouvoc , o o ■> o o

' I was telling Den D'Ammessa yesterday that i don’t fs®-5 a3
19m doing my part as a SOTWJ reader, 3inc<s everybody also aeems 
sc be attacking and/or disagreeing with him J5

Georgs Flynn SOTWJ Ih.i

v«.> vD" Aminassa cor.11 nues tc ama^.e o
Virginia Kidd9 SOW J 1U3



y^BLE-- SAVING MY SOUL

Every once in a while, we f--.ll find that someone has reacted to 
one of our acts in ways we consider grossly inappropriate# 
sometimes ©mbarassingly soo Back in 1967$ 1 decided to attempt 
publishing a genzinoc I w.s a Junior in college at the time 
living among a variety of fans lihe George Fergus* Sue Andersont 
Dave Heal,. Lee Garson* Trade Brown, Jim Landau# Terry & Anil 
MeCutchen;, Seth McEvoy, and MikeWcod© MSU fandom had absorbed 
W« local Tolkien society more or loss, so the circle also 
included *?. number of other people who had little’ if any contact 
with fandom as a wholeo

One of these latter x&s a j'reshman named Paula5 a quiet. mildly 
attractive girl whom both Mike Wood and I datedo In my case., at 
..east.- once was enougho Paula was painfully conventional, almost 
neuro tie ally sc in facte On the one occasion on which I took 
aer to dinner ut a Howard-Johnson^* wo were unsuccessful despite 
repeated attempts to convince the waitresses to bring ?&ula 
milk she had ordered with her meal., But when I announced my
.retention of withholding a tip* Paula insisted that she would leave 
the tip herself rather than embaracs the waitress© I gave in* 
but at th© cash register, X refused to pay for the milk* while 
?aula stood by looking uncomfortable* and whispering to me not to 
make a scene©

Vc wont to a movie© The only one showing that Paula didrPt overrule 
ac indecent was an insipid animal, story» THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY I 
think© Afterwards* wo stoppad at an ice cream shop for sundaes© 
The waitress here wrote out two checks, totalled and added tex to 
each* thereby charging mo one cent exti'e tax© I refused to pay this 

sc;, and Paula was scandalized that I would make a scene over such 
at. insignificant thingo It was with great relief that I finally 
dropped her off at the dormitory* swearing to myself that I would 
never date her againo

But Paula hud expressed an interest in seeing the first issue of 
my fanzine? GASLARK# when it appeared© In due course it was ready# 
the premier issue featuring a Dave Heal nude female on the front 
covero I suppose I should have known bettor, but I naively left 
one copy in Paula’s dormitory mail box©

I wasn't present when Paula emptied her mailbox... but a mutual friend 
waay and she described th© ensuing scene in loving detail that 
evenings When P&ula had focused on the subject matter of the coverv 
she immediately dropped GASLARK aa if it wars molten lead© Then* 
in the middle of a crowded lobby* she dropped to her kneee4. 
praying loudly and at groat 3 angth that Gcd would forgive me for 
my licentious act# and teach sue the ei*ror of my ways* It was 
weeks before I dared show my face in that dormitory again# and 
Paula and I were never to exchange more than a nod ever after©

Iad likd to think that ny fanzinGS make a lasting impression on 
th© people who road them,, but I am overjoyed to s&y that —’ to wy 
knowledge anyway they have never evoked quite that reaction 
again©
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/“MIKE BLAKE/'
T find myself foaling rather ambivalent toward your search for a 
definition of "maturity"o I wonder if it was worth the effort 
since I would tend to think such an inexact word has little real 
application in the world we live in,. inhabited as it is by human 
beingso Even the definition you cite of maturity as a afc&fce of 
sanity at the peak of development bears me outj, as no human being 
is truly saneo And that isn’t just all those Phil Dick novels I’ve 
been reading lately speaking there,. The human norm (or perhaps I 
should say the normal human) is a myth.. a golden mean averaged out 
from variances in people on both sides of the scale0 One person is 
too talls another too shorto Ona person li'/es his life on a schedule 
as regular as c&ackwork, another ha» a mania about new.r doing the 
same thing the same way twice» Which is sane? Neitherc The 
situation is th© same as regards maturityo A person can be I’ational 
in one areaP emotional in the n©xtu Perhaps maturity is when the 
rational attitudes outnumber th© ozuotion&l ones., But still there aro 
subjects he is Immature abouty whether it is racep sex. religion, or 
whato Sov in the final analysis* perhaps the best definition of 
"mature" might be vsomething mankind isn’t"o

(((The point I thought I had made 5.n the article was that people ar© 
not mature * only acts are. or aren’t^ And I’’in not about to ge 
embroiled in a discussion of what constitutes sanity« That would 
bo insanOo)))
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/"PAUL PIFILIPPO?
1 simply can’t agree with your definition of maturity., Or rather, 
I think it is only half a definition* You erred seriously when 
you discounted the importance of "sanity" and "emotional balance"* 
Here are some cases whore your structure falls apart, for lack of 
these two factors*

1) A mass murderer turns himself over to the authorities and 
requests that he be put in prison to pay for his crimes* Is this 
man mature? Apparently, by your definition, h© is* After all,
he is willing to suffer the consequences of his actions* Or would 
you say that the murders were immature acts and his surrender a 
single mature gesture,? That still doesn’t answer my. question of 
whether, taken as a whole., he shows maturity. Does the mature act 
outweigh the immature ones in determining character, or vice versa?

2) What of the suicido? He accepts the ultimate responsibility: 
the fact that his actions will causa his own death® You might say 
that he is at compiling to evade lessor responsibilities, but surely 
that is balanced by the fact that ho is accepting such a large one 
in exchange* Is he mature?

3) How would you classify the stereotyped character so often found 
in literature^ who willingly, blandly, accepts anything Pate deals 
out to him? He. it might be said, is not even taking any actions 
of his own* He is being tossed about by the actions of others* 
Your definition cannot even begin to deal with him, since he does 
not act, except in a minimal way*

I am trying to say that acknowledgment of responsibility by itself 
is not enough to count as maturity* If we also applied the 
(admittedly nebulous) standards of "sanity” and "emotional balance" 
to the people I have singled out, I think we would be able to make 
a decision as to their maturity, whereas with your proposal we 
would not*

(((Like Mike Blake, you assumed I was assigning maturity to people, 
rather than actso In. the cases you list, #1 is simple* Th© 
murder was probably an immature act (although that is hard to say 
without knowing the circumstances), and the surrender probably 
matureo In case 2S we need to know mor© about the individual’s 
reasons for suicide* If he is killing himself because he cannot 
face his responsibilities, that is proof an ths face of it that ho 
is evading a greater responsibility and acting immaturely* If bs 
is in pain and incurable and chooses death-, thia is probably a 
mature response * Caso #3 is based on a non«©xistent being* Th© 
very act of not acting is thereby an immature aeto One cannot 
avoid acting unless one is a vegetable, in which case thT quest io;, 
of evaluation doesn’t arise*)))

rGEORGE FLYNN?
T don’t know Tf I have any general comments, but let’s take your 
specific case of the draft resistersc This is a dubious test cc.sr 
to begin with0 3ince any decision made under the threat of the dr? ft 
was essentially under caress, and thus not a fully responsible aeJo 
But then* what is^ right? More to the point is that most of tboa<
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involved, were not mature in any meaningful 3ense when they made 
their decision; as you say<> the system’s designed that way* But 
to what extent should one who is (relatively) maturebe bound by 
his (relatively) immature decisions? To the point though: You 
argue that the exiles who want amnesty are behaving immaturelyo I 
disagree* It is one thing to accept responsibility for one's own 
actions* But when the responsibility for an action is shared, one 
should not carry this so far as to relieve the other pai*ty of 
responsibility* In a democracy, it.ia especially important that the 
government be hold fully to account for its actions* And the 
’’rightness or wrongness’1 Is Indeed materTaT: if you know that your 
actions will cause you to suffer injusticev docs this disqualify 
you to protest that injustice? I’m rambling all around the Issue., 
but I think I finally see the crux of th© matter* The "consequences 
of their actions were" not "clear from the beginning"< since there 
were always two poasibls' consequences: either the; would stay In 
exileP or the government would repudiate its position* And in spite 
of all fKe noises about mercy and reconciliations, that is really 
what the whole argument Is about* 

(((As you may have guessed, I chose the draft evader issue precisely 
because it wa3 a sticky question* If a definition dees not fit in a 
difficult situation, there is no po5.nt to having that definition* 
I should probably clear up two points, one an assumption you and most 
readers seem to have made., a second ono that resulted from imprecise 
language on my parta First, "immature” is not a pejorative term 
as far as my definitions are concerned, any more than "mature" ia a 
compliments Second, I should have differentiated between an evader 
who believes the government to have been wrong and who wants 
amnesty from the evader who demands full amnosty* Although^I find 
the concept of involuntary servitude (be it military or alternate 
service) repugnant, ths fact is that such service was (until recently) 
an obligation held by citizens under our system of law, jU3t as 
an individual’s property rights can be abrogated under eminent domain* 
So an evader who does not expect to have to face alternate service 
but still deassnds that he be accepted back into society is acting in 
an immature manner* Does that meet your various objections?)))

/"GEORGE FERGUS?
Your discussion of maturity has not yet caused any new insights to 
germinate in my brain, but it has provoked a complaint* I don’t like 
your statement that war resisters who want a full amnesty are 
behaving immatureiy* Accepting the consequences of one73 actions 
when one has to choose tho lessor of various evils should not 
preclude attempting to change those consequences at a later 
opportunity* Do you figure that the draft dodgora recently released 
from jail as part of Fordi! ft amnesty plan should have refused to leave 
because they hadn$t yot finished suffering the full consequences they 
had expected of their actions? It does occur to me, though, that if 
each of us tends to roach his level of incompetence, then it is not 
surprising that we are unwilling to accept the responsibility for our 
actions*

(((My comments above to George Flynn should meet most of your 
objections* As to the fellow being released from jail, 3ince the 
consequences of his actions changedp ho is still faced with them 
It doesn’t surprise ma that people are unwilling to take responsibility 
for their own lives; it just discourages xae„)))
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/"“SHERYL BIRKHEAgZ
Although the bigotry dissuasion interested me, I was even more 
interested in the idea of maturity© Rather obviously youJre going to 
ignore the purely physical "maturation" definition —» I seem to recall 
one on a cexlular level from college bio., but that do3sn;t have 
anything to do with what you‘re aiming for© Did you ever road ODD 
JOHN? What or how does intellectual maturity do (ignoring not 
defining it) to or with a lack of physical maturity? Can one be 
considered exclusive of the other? There obviously is a physical 
definition of maturation in an. organism bow that interacts with 
"mental” maturity I’m not sure, Perhaps part of maturity is the 
ability to accept defeat, or perhaps merely accept?

({(The only connection I see between physical and mental (or perhaps 
a batter term would be emotional) maturity is that the more physically 
mature an organism is, th© more likely its reactions are to be mature0 
Up to the point of senility, anyway©)))

/“ROGER SWEEJJ7
T used to worry a lot about what maturity meant when I was a teenager 
because I was always being told, "Act your age©’1 I realized slowly 
that for my parents my maturity was a matter of acting in conformity 
with some kind of standard set by society© They weren't absolutist 
about this, but it was their idea that there was some kind 5f good 
example ’’out there" that I should follow© As for myself I came to 
define maturity as the ability to direct one’s life in regard to its 
best interest© The view is akin to your idea of responsibility, I 
think* but with the emphasis on correct valuation as a basis for 
making decisions © I donst think that I can agree with you, however, 
that ’a largo majority of oooplo remain immature"© Admittedly 
maturity is complex and relative from person to parson, but most 
people achieve a modicum of responsibility,, Our civilization rests 
on thi3 achievementQ

(((Frankly, I world have said that our civilization totters on thio 
lack of achiovemsnto By my- definition, maturity as responsibility.^ 
the overwhelming majority**of people refuse the responsibility for 
their own lives© For example* unquestioning obedience to any church 
or philosophical school automatically makes one immature This 
would include the vast majority of all Catholics* Protestants (parti
cularly fundamentalists), and probably Orthodox Jewa, to se.y nothing 
of Mohammedans and Buddhists and Taoists® Almost anyone who favors 
censorship is acting imruatur ely <, Mind you* I insist tha the term 
"immature” is not necessarily pejorative, but within my definition 
of the term, most of mankind is* in balance* woefully immature©

/‘“BEN INDICK7
T cannot quite agree with your view about the deserters, etc©* who 
seek complete amnesty now© This is a generation which w;.s taught th t 
the judgments offered at Nuremberg ins!ated that men musi follow the. r 
cor..scionces (it assumed correctly o3r~6Tierwise that an individual 
could determine for himself what was Good or True)© Sin e they did, 
and offered their own conscience-falt verdict on governmental odicts 
they considered illegal or unjust* they should not, then fore, be 
p.r.alizedp They were not? after all* being :fgood Germ.ms"o I real! 6 
that this is an implied injustice to tha many men who fought and die , 
bit it is something wa must face® Thera are, after all, many of tho e
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same veterans who do not believo the men who fled the war should 
now be forced to undergo aome form of expiation© This is 
irrespective of the fate of Mr* Nixon? end whatever motives Mr« 
Ford may have had; in the greater (more mature) purviow, his pardon 
is "one of those things” whereas the decision not to fight was of 
a great si^jnificance to a world which ha3 too oFten chosen blindly: 
stupidlys or selfishly to fighto

(((You soem to assume that alternate service would be penalization. 
Ben, which Is whore our positions differ© Long before Vietnam., 
there was a great debate as to whether or not all people should 
be required to spend a period of time in the service? but expand 
the service to include non-military programs., Although I Qm 
opposed to all forms of conscription? this struck me as the most 
fair* Individuals would be able to choose (at least to some extent) 
what fortn their service to society would take© Granted this 
premise P all that the Vietnam evadors aro beinr? asked to do is 
retroactively accept & plan that many of them were agitating for 
in the first place© The stumbling block is the typo of discharge 
they are in many cases being forced to accept* but otherwise, I 
don’t think they have a good case to reject Ford?s planc)))

/"ALYSON ABRAMOWTTZ?
According to my two^’dictionaries the definition of "nature" .^is: 
completed? perfected; having reached the limit of its time© Maturity 
is defined as: 1) state of being mature 2) full development; 
perfected condition© From that my own opinion is that maturity — 
like normalcy «« is judged according to society’s and/or one’s own 
persona], standards as to what one has been taught is the "perfect 
state”© According to that definition something like draft dodgers 
can be judged more realistically© If you believe that it is wrong 
for draft dodgers to want to come back to the U*SCA, x^ithout any 
punishment/duty, then the people are acting immaturely© If you 
think it,Js right, then the dodgers are acting maturely© Thia 
definition tends to work better than yours whan it’s applied to 
situations like a child© We often call children mature or 
immature© By that? the "willingness of the individual to b© 
responsible for his own actions” (your definition of maturity) isn't 
meanto What is meant is how the child acts/thinks according to 
society and/or one’s own standard of that child’s age or grade©

(((I think that my definition works extremely well in the case of 
a young child© The tendency to say "Johnny did it" or "It wasn’t 
me" is a perfect example of immaturity* and its common to every 
child I’ve ever known© What I’m implying is that if you have a 
six year old boy who accepts the responsibility for his own 
bad conduct? this boy is extremely mature© As I said above, there 
is a tendency to find more emotional or intellectual maturity as 
the organism developes, but I don’t think it’s a one-to-one 
correspondence ©

/"DON THOMPSON?
Your discours"© on Maturity in #2 struck some responsive chorda in 
me, particularly your comments on the schools© Metro has boon 
making some innovations aimed at dispelling students* fear of failure;



several years ago the grade of F was abolished and NC (moaning no 
credit) was substituted^ A gra"s?e of NC doos not affect the grade 
point average at all and a student can take the, class over as many 
times as necessary to get at least a C (most instructors don’t give 
Dse either., since that drags th® grade point down.u There seem:- to 
be a certain loss 6'f prestigej howeverin getting NO. and more and 
more students are showing the same fear of that gyade as used to be 
displayed for Last year? th® administration came, up-with
Adaptive Se’lf-Ta ced Learning, arid this year Froshman Composition is 
employing it for ths first time. Under thia system, the work that 
is to be done during the quartci’ is all laid out and explained at the 
very beginning —• seven essays using a variety of rhetorical means 
of development comparison-contrast,^ ;Analogy, example,’etc,. .«•? and »
then the student proceeds at hia own paco» If he finishes all seven 
of the essays (plus a two hour final examination) ana ^ets a grade of 
C or better in everything (and if he’s satisfied with the grade; 
according to the syllabus the student’ has the right to. do oaoh. 
assignment over as many times as necessary to get whatever grade he’s 
aiming at) then a letter grade is turneq in for him at .the end of the 
quarter and he is finished v»ith that courseo Students who do not 
finish all the work before the end of the quarter receive a grade 
notation of Sg (self-paced) and they X’ogistcr for the same class the 
following quarter and continue working where they left offo And if 
they want to take four years to finish one quarterv3 work, why that’s 
their option^

(Already, students who ere receiving the S? are expressing bitter 
resentment9)

I’ve tried to moderate my criticism of the SPL thing, reasoning 
that anything new deserves a chance to be tried fairly before it’s 
condemnedo Maybe it will work out all right as the bugs get worked 
out of it and as both students and faculty become more used to ito 
But I do he.ve serious misgivings^ It doos seem to mo too much 
like another method of encouraging the students to delay maturity, 
in the sense that you wore speaking of — accepting responsibility 
for thoix4 actionso (It also- encourages faculty members to shirk their 
responsibilitisso I get some extremely stupid students occasionally, 
those who are wasting their time, money, and energies by aven being 
in college, and in. some casss are actively intorforing with the 
education of othei’So Previously I could feel that it was an act cf 
charity to flunk them out, but at the same time I always felt bad 
about giving an F because so often there is real pain involved for 
the ricipient and I don’t enjoy inflicting paino Now there *s no 
problemo The moral issue never arises, and the instructor is not 
burdened with the task of negative judgmentso The dumb student is 
not flunked out «=’«> he’s simply passed along from quax*ter to quarter) o

The impression I get from freshman English students is that the 
high schools (and probably the elementary cehools too) have totally 
abdicated their responsibility to try to teach kids anything about 
writinga My students com© from two different kinds of schools in 
the Denver area •=« the structured and the unstructured., or the 
permissive and th© regulated» Students from the permi.^sivo schools 
have not been required to write much of anything or else thoyfve 
boon encouraged to writ® anything they wanted to and have bean
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lavishly oraised but seldom criticized* Their feeling are easily 
hurt by red ink.. Students from the more structured schools have 
□eon taught to write empty banalities, platitudes, foggy 
general! z itions* They vrite essays that have a certainf orm 
(they haven’t learned any more about spelling punctuai»ion? or 
grammar tier. their counterparts in the unstructured schools), but 
virtually no contents I try to encourage them to write about their 
own experiences what they themselves have seen or done* Their 
answer is: "But we were always taught to keep ourselves out of 
our writingu No^ody^s interested in what we do or thinks" It 
takes me the wholte quarter, in nost cases/ just to convince them 
that their experiences are the one thing they can toll me that no 
on© else can and that they are therefore the very thing I*m most 
interested in*

A.s you 8ayP the whole educational system is crumbling rapidly*

(((As long as our society as a whole io so ccncarned with the 
emphasis on competitiveness and achievement, I don’t think isolated 
alterations in curricula are going to cure students fs?om the 
fear of bad grades, no matter hew it is candy coated* Fear of 
failure is a powerful human force, even if we call’1 failure” by 
some less loaded term* The selfSf paced course you mention appears 
to offer a great deal to the student who is already maturev but 
very little to the student who requires strict programming in 
order to acquire education* I think you and I would differ in 
our solutions, though*

Rather than eliminate slippery courses like self-paced composition, 
I’d increase them, but I would add rigidly enforced entrance and 
exit exams from colleg©* Thia would force the student to acquire 
the necessary tools for courses which required personal initiative 
before ho even entered college* The colleges have contributed to 
this problem themselves* Many professors have admitted to me that 
they were now passing people with, good grades who formerly would 
have been flunked- through the tyrannies of public relations and 
the be 11-shaped curve *

When I first started teaching, I dreaded the possibility that I 
might have to flunk anyone* In my senior English Literature class, 
I had a student whose ebility to comprehend the latest nurse 
novel was in doubt, let alone Chaucer* I asked her if she would 
like extra help* She declined* I made a point of asking her 
questions in class, hoping that she would realize she had almost 
no grasp of the subject* She still refused extra help* She 
failed every exam I gave her* Finally I offered to let her do 
some outside work to raise hor grade tc a D, and gave her a list 
of topics* She chose to read two additional tales by Chaucer* 
The paper she handed in I can almost quote from memory: "For 
extra credit, I read the Miller’s Tale and the Knight s Tale from 
Chaucer’** THE CANTERBURY TALES. The Knight’s Tai© was pretty good, 
but the other had too much sex** End paper* I flunked her*

I did try one thing that worked out pretty well* In both of my 
composition classes* I required that each student keep a Journal 
(carefully never referred to as a diary) which they handed in. to 
me on Fridays* They were to write in it each weak, on whatever
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subject they liked6 There wore no gi'actes? and everything was 
confidential> I red inked it, correcting gross spelling and 
punctuation, then wrote responses to the ideas and the organization 
of what they wrote& Soma times ray responses when on for page after 
page and we had lengthy, fascinating corr^orsations there• 1 began
to know the students better on paper than in person, and several 
told ma that it was possible for them to talk to me in ways on 
paper that they wouldn’t dare face to face* I found it to be a 
very successful experiment, and if I evc^ go back to teachingf the 
Journal would be an integral part of any class in composition X 
had charge of* Frankly, the only way to learn to write is to write 
and write and write, although it doesn’t hurt if you road a lot 
too<> I, for example, never studied grammar at all* I simply read 
voraciously since the time I was fivej and l know when a. sentence 
looks right» I probably couldn’t tell you exactly why it’s wrong 
or right, but at least I’d knowG)))

MATURITY AMD BIGOTRY .

rMIKE BLAKE?
*To link Philip Kc Dick, maturity, and the South Boston busing 
situation ( which is brought up by Mike Glyor and Rebecca Leases), 
X think the parents in Boston need a good spraying with Ubik, 
because theysve gotten to the point whore they have lost what 
maturity they had and are devolving toward the tribalistic reactions 
of our c&ve^dwelling ancestors: protect the helpless offspring 
from the evil, dark strangersc Their use of stones and clubs as 
weapons seems to prove this retrogression* Hopefully we can rush 
a case of Ubik for the police to use on protestors before they start 
using black school children for ritual sacrifices to the Great Ones 
in the sky&

/^GEORGE FERGUS?
Going back to your previous discussion of bigotry among otherwise 
fair-minded people, I wonder if it could bs considered part of a 
more general tendency to jump to conclusions* Thct is, there are 
plenty of people who will form on opinion on any subject regardless 
of the fact that they often lack sufficient knowledge for it to 
bo valid* Who prattle on blithely about the cause of inflation, in 
America or of fighting in Ireland or Cyprus* Who are solden heard 
to say rtI don’t know”* Are these th© same people who tend to 
sterootypo all members of a minority group on the basis of a few 
encounters and a lot of hearsay?

To tie it all up* are these people who jump to conclusions without 
sufficient consideration of all th$ facts the samo people who jump 
to actions without sufficient consideration of the consequences? 
Perhaps you have just been poking into various facets of the 3ame 
bacic flaw in human natureo Hie question that remains is whether 
it is due to fear (of nonconformity), stupidityox* plain lasiness.

(((1 don’t know* Probably* Tho ultimate cause is undoubtedly 
a combination of all three*)))

rFRED LERNER?
T haven15£ anything useful to aay about bigotry* Fcr one thingy I 
just finished reading Mark Twain’s LETTER? FROM THE EARTH, and



consequently I *ve little reason to Like anybodyv Also I*m not sure 
where to draw the line between "bigotry” anB~’Triaarning from 
experience”,, If it’s a valid lesson that fires tend to burn, and 
thus a valid course of action to keep cue’s hands out of fires, is 
it not a valid response to an almost uniformly negative experience 
with Mauretanians (for example) to avoid them and their works in 
the future? Is it bigotry to avoid contact with urban poor blacks 
but not with suburban affluent blacks ~~ if one has reason to fear 
being mugged by the former and not by the latter? The main reason 
I8m concerned with all this is that- as I see it, one of the main 
factors retarding the conquest of bigotry is the failure of would-be 
liberal egalitarians to distinguish between "bias" (a negative 
attitude shaped by unfavorable experience) and "prejudice” ( a 
negative attitude irrelevant to experience)©

Unlike some of your readers3 I find encouraging th© revival of 
ethnic consciousness in America^ The reason is simple: in an 
increasingly homogeneous society, every tendency toward heterogeneity 
tends to increase the choices aval Ya bio to an individualo If there s 
only one acceptable mode of dress $ worahip.y behavioror whatever^ 
then anyone who differs from it is "wrong"© If there are fifty? 
who’s to know the difference if I chooss a fifty-first? As a 
confirmed libertarian I view the ethnic consciousness movement as 
one of the few positive tendencies of recent years©

(((See* Fredp you did have something useful to say© The lack of 
distinction among iTSarale which you cito has also led thorn into 
the embarassing situation of quotas© There are certain limited 
applications of the quota system which may well be valid under 
certain conditionsg but the system as established by the Democrats 
in the primax’ias last time actually thwarted majority rule in many 
cases©

The ethnic consciousness bit ise like everything ol3e9 a mixed bag 
of good and bad points© While I also favor heterogeneity in society 
I?m suspicious of situations where the Italian“American minority 
can force a major motion picture producer to pretend the MAFIA isn’t 
dominated by Italians©)))

FLEAS

/"MIKE BLAKE?
You should Have let yourself get b3.tten by one of those radioactive 
fleas© You might have gained all the powers and abilities of a 
giant fleaa Thon you could dross in a fancy costume and go jumping 
from building to building, upon encountering avillain leap on his 
back,, and let him scratch himself into submission©

/~DON THOMPSON?
Fable la a horror 3tory that reminds m© of the time us adopted & 
tlHen and ray daughter (who was only 3 or U at the time) got head 
lice from it «- HO, by golly, it was ecmo kind of fungus or mange© 
Via had to keep her head shaved for moi*o than a year until medical 
science came up with a new pill that cleared it up©



MISCELLABEOUS■

/"GEORGE FLYNN?
To Bon IndickY .Troland is indeed tragic^ but thorp's no point in 
talking about "broths? cannot live with brother", since the groups 
in question have been separate in every sense but the geographical 
for over throe centuries.

To Jim Goldfrank: There is nothing wrong in "having the virtues of 
a good Christian". Many people do; some of them dre even Christians,. 
Another reason for the greater fear of similar* groups is the 
difference batween the poor, benighted outsiders who don't know any 
better and the dirty heretics who have been exposed to Tbs T-<»uth and 
have no excuse for their obstinacy in not accepting it* {All of *
which remind3 me, Don: You^re also prejudiced against religion.)

(((Not prejudiced, George, biased. And only against O£gfirdzed 
religions. I am very religiousin my own peculiar fTsHTcnTTI)

/“GEORGE FERGUS?
Perhaps you should indicate that some of the pieces appearing in 
MYTHOLOGIES (such as those by Lee Carson and myself) are almost a 
decade old. I wouldn’t want Paul Di Filippo (better ease him outy 
Don,, You wouldn’t want it to get around that MYTHOLOGIES is a 
wopzinoo.J to think that I am still in the state of fevered, manic 
obsession that prevailed during those macabre school years with yr- }? 
as compared to the steady, sober rut through which I stride today*. 
Nevertheless it is very gratifying to receive such* praise for my 
takeoff on the Hamlet soliloquy, especially the honest admission 
that its appeal is surpassed only by a work overladen with gratuitou 
sex. My next opus, "Street Walker’s Soliloquy'7 <» will hopefully *
i*emady this lacko

Re: Juggling Time Apace with Isabella Hogcaller, I am not sure how 
many of these feghoots I will bo able to stand., Lest you choose 
this moment to resurrect one of my old ones, let me state for th© 
record my feeling that they belong to that large class of things 
more fun to do than observe Q See Don publish feghoots in ’’YTHOLOCHCES* 
See him laugh. See all his readers eend their awful faghoots to Don 
Haar Don groan. See Don buried undei* mountains of feghoots. Haar 
Don’s groans growing fainter and fainter*.,.

/“DAVID SINGER?
t^ust last weo-E, I saw an interesting item in Zodiac Neva (an alterneti 
news service that the radio station (^RPI) gets). Basically, it said 
that college textbook publishers were having to come out with new 
editions of tho texts because many students wore unable to react at 
the collego level. I was shocked when I aaw that item, I hadn’t cmg 
into contact with many of that kind of student0 While I do 3ee sc io ' 
of them, mostly whan 15m consulting at the computer lab, I found t ia'i- 
they were generally foreign students or black. In both ca3ss5 they he, 
been nubjoct to relative cultural deprivation (that: is th© foreign 
□tuder.ts simply hadn’t grown up with .'English an the?? native langv.3go& 
ciiid the blacks hr.d gone to inferior schools* uoHy I camo to co Ilog
jo learn, and to be challenged., * oHOT to be forced tr sit around while 
vhoce who obviously can’t or won’t do the work wc ild be spoonfed tie 
material.
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Why is jheixp coispicxous by her absence in ?!YTHOLC 
aha not; represented t j even a humble loc? From the 
/JPI’ESSJES I lu ve seen, hex* writing talents are not 
(^teri et^-the-thiagc-t-peraen-will-esy-Psr-delieioui 
she could hel] alter the 10 male-female.;,. odda ir 
column® • '

(((Actuhlly^ c'i s cribution of MYTHOLOGIES #2 waa 78 
which I Buppcre reflects the proportions in fandom as 
about 10«Iu {Jn-ie I don’t believe in quotas (see common tv 
Lerner above) I’m not about to artificially alter the balaric 
Sheila is in * wo apas3 among other things^ which might accoun 
some of her fjee timeo)))

/“ben INDXCjC*
T have no cSnj laint at all this time about Paul Di Filippo’s pieb^ 
It is wise, witty, and wicked® I only hope MYTHOLOGIES doos not re 
out decisionmakers, or, my goodness, it may come true* If they offe, 
the women of this generation an entire generation of Paul Newmans or 
Robert Redfords, or, who knows, Don D^Ammassas, fox' dallying, with .. 
greater safety than any oral or physical contraceptives, where will 
that leave all of us?

/“MIKE SHOEMAKER?
I detect negative implications in your mention of the strikes in West 
Virginiao Frankly, my sympathies are entirely with' the parents® 
And what they are doing is not an attempt at censorship? but an attempt 
to regain the right to a voice in their childi’en's education® Actually 
they are fighting against a sort of negative form of censorship, that 
iat. against the bastards on the school board cramming the stuff down 
the students” throat as required readingo RGquirod reading is 
censorship in reversey and one's no better than the other® Wie lack 
of choice is the factor that relates the two®

(((You make sevei'al misassumptions that destroy your argument® First 
the reading was not required„ therefore it was censorship, since the 
parents wanted cTBEex* students prevented from reading the material* 
Second, ©ven if it was required, a majority of the parents supported 
the school*s action or were indifferent0 Third, children ars not 
property, as your support and their actions imply, and pax»©nts do not 
and should not have exclusive control over their education® Fourth^ • 
when one is ill, one goes to a doctor; when one wants one9s children 
educatoj, one presumably goes to an educator® I donft want to be 
put in the position of defending ths American public school system, 
which I find frightfully ill-conceived and executed, but I find the 
m5.ndl.ess violence of the strikers extremely disturbing® They ere 
pei’foctly fi’ce to withdraw their children from the public school 
system and place them, in private schools® Ho one raquii’od them to 
enroll in public education® But in public education^ the majority 
presumably should ruleo Since I support total non-mandatory school 
attendance£I the situation would not arise perhaps^ but the fact 
that th© striking parents don’t want other children to ba expocod to 
’'pornography'1 either is a clear indicT^-Ton that they are not trying 
to defend their own rights, they are tarying to repress those of 
others t<)))
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